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Setting the Table of Current State of Business

� Economy did far better than reported during COVID

� Inflation is real and continuing to challenge pricing strategy

� Labor shortage is permanent

� Supply Chain issues will continue and could worsen

� M&A market is hotter than ever

� How can the Stock Market justify a 30 P/E ratio

� An unmet need is the beginning of a great business
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Cash Generated during initial Covid Year

� $86M - Net Operating Income R12 2021-03

� $17M Cash Invested in Trade Capital for Growth

� $60M in 2 rounds of PPP

� $129M Net Cash produced (PPP was not taxable)

� $28M Estimated Tax impact

� $101M estimated net after tax available for consumption or 
investment

� $39M Previous Year net after tax available
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Inflation

� Don’t forget the laws of the Supply vs Demand Curve

� Unless there is government intervention

� Lockdowns

� Price controls

� Prices will continue to rise as long as:

� Demand exceeds supply, and….

� Customers have the need and can pay

� No cap on consumption goods and assets, just can you afford it

� No cap on any product of the customer can pass through price increase



Labor

� 10.6M open job postings

� 6.3M people on unemployment

� Falling US replacement birthrate

� 2.4 in 2001 to 

� 1.8 in 2021

� Airport services in US have fallen to third world country 
status



Labor Winners

� Companies that can rapidly develop talent for specific jobs

� Companies with strong culture and fair pay policies

� Companies that can pass through labor increases rapidly



Labor Losers

� Companies that cannot wait to train lower cost labor

� Companies that have long term pricing agreements that do 
not allow for labor increases higher than CPI

� Companies that over rely on foreign workers

� You might get them, you might not and then what

� Companies that rely on wages less than $15 per hour

� If you cannot pass though price increases, customers will 
have to do without



Supply Chain

For Supply Chain 
information, follow The 
Huntsman @man_integrated
on Twitter.  

It might scare you to death 
but you need to know.



Most Common Pricing Errors
� Pricing Bias

� Cost + mindset (add up your costs and add profit)

� One price for everyone

� “Pass through” Cost increases

� Contract Negotiation errors (Long term pricing with no out clause)

� Billing by the Hour

� Failing to Price in Inefficiency due to COVID/Supply Chain issues

� Incorrectly equating volume increases as the same as a price increase

� Failing to separately value Goods and Services when you sell a product with service



Service Business Pricing Strategy
� What is the value of the result, not the hours spent!

� Avoid billing by the hour, billed on a fixed price

� Productize service offerings

� Use hourly billing as last resort for out of scope additions

� Will need to have operating systems to manage to outcomes

� Fixed price allows you to quote quicker and bill and collect up front

� Have highest value producers work on highest value tasks

� Hours worked is not the goal

� Break tasks into high and low value components and deploy labor accordingly

� Use Labor Efficiency Ratio to validate labor productivity as your labor cost increases

� Services delivered with other Goods or Materials

� If there is price volatility in the goods you add to services, you will need to consider un-bundling pricing.  Don’t 
just pass through cost increases, you have to pass through enough to cover handling of the goods.



Product Sales Pricing Strategy
� What will the market bear in price, not pass through of cost

� Customers do not have a current anchor of price relativity.

� Don’t be afraid to get extra value now, because you will likely have a loss event on the back side 
of this disruption

� Have clear rules on what goes into margin

� Include any cost that everyone in the market is having to pay

� Exclude costs that you paid for bad decisions that others did not pay

� Price can be different by channel and by customer support

� It is not about Revenue, it is about Gross Margin Dollars

� Avoid trying to sell old/slow inventory through your regular channel, you are using customer’s 
full margin dollars to get inventory cash back.



Manufacturer Pricing Strategy
� Price to market, not to cost!

� Raw materials will likely continue to be volatile, try to be the cost leader by pricing in material 
increases even though you are working from lower cost inventory on hand

� Understand customer profiles and segment them into profit quartiles

� Customers who are price sensitive might need to be sent elsewhere

� Save limited supplies for core/best customers at top margin

� Scarcity of key goods will likely be around for several more years

� Avoid long term pricing agreements.  Only commit to as far as you can see.

� Use trigger points in agreements that either terminate agreement or they agree to pay more


